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The authority on art from pre-history to present day
Grove Art Online is the foremost scholarly art encyclopedia, covering both
Western and non-Western art. First published as the landmark 34-volume
Dictionary of Art, edited by Jane Turner, the content of Grove Art Online
encompasses all aspects of visual culture. It features articles about topics as
varied as Fauvism and Frida Kahlo, bibliographies for further research, and
thousands of searchable images made available through OUP’s partnerships
with museums, galleries, and other arts organisations.

THE RESOURCE
•

Grove Art Online is a living resource, with 		
scholars and specialists from around the world
continually reviewing and updating existing 		
content and contributing new articles

•

In addition to the vast number of entries 		
on the visual arts, Grove Art Online features 		
exceptional learning resources that organise
the content for use in art and art history 		
classrooms

CONTACT
For more information, to set up a free
trial, or to get pricing information for
your institution, please contact us:

WITHIN THE AMERICAS
EMAIL: LIBRARY.SALES@OUP.COM
TELEPHONE: 1.800.624.0153
OUTSIDE THE AMERICAS
EMAIL: INSTITUTIONALSALES@OUP.COM
TELEPHONE: +44 (0) 1865 353705

•

Available on the Oxford Art Online platform, 		
Grove Art Online is cross-searchable with 		
the Benezit Dictionary of Artists (dual 			
subscription required)

oxfordartonline.com
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SEARCH & BROWSE
•

Narrow your choices by content type (e.g.
artwork, artist signatures, stamps of sale,
etc.) or category (people, geography, time
periods, etc.)

•

Search within articles or for full text 		
results only

•

Jump directly to any section of an entry
with one click

•

Access to visual content for an entry using
the image tab

•

Browse by biographies, subject entries,
or images

•

Expand research via featured related
content

•

Seamlessly search across OUP’s digital art
reference collection with a single query
with a subscription to Benezit and Grove Art

SHARING & CITATION TOOLS
•
•

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES

Share content with the ability to print or 		
email search results

Digital resources from Oxford University Press offer

Export entries to citation software, or copy 		
and cite

usage within libraries. Depending on the resource,

a range of key features free of charge to support
these include MARC records, COUNTER compliant
usage statistics, OpenURL compliance, remote
access, and technical support.
Contact us at library.marketing@oup.com
to find out more!
For training and promotional materials, visit
www.oup.com/academic/librarians
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